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:,HE rc •tn to power of a Ministry with a large majority for a third 
f.l. ucce ive period make urgent an acute, . not merely for the Opposi-
tion but f r all who alue Parliamentary government, a problem \vhich has 
f r long \"\'orried some and ha recently, on occasion, been obviou to all. 

he problem is imply that Parliament i ceasing to be an efficient critic of l 
t e Executi e. No-one in their sen es nowadays que tions the broad ba is ' 

which Parliament goe a ut it bu ine . Root and branch ·cheme for 
reform, such a \ ·ere canva sed in the 1930 , are no longer the fa hion 
and, indee , no longer relevant. Few intelligent men in the 1930 could 
have imagined, amid the economic event of the time and the eeming 
incapacity of Parliament to deal \ ith them, that the coming to power of 
the La our Party in 1945 with a large maj rity w uld not lead to the mo t 

I radical changes in the purposes-and th ref ore the procedure- of the highly 
decrepit old Mother of Parliaments. 

The procedures of the House did not allow an easy delivery for uch 
a uniquely large and contention programme as Mr. Attlee's between 1945 
and 1950. But the fact that it could get through at all-with the need for 
only relatively minor procedural alterations-showed that Parliament still 
pos e sed a quite unexpected fiexibjlity, if pushed hard enough. In other 
words, it is a long path from the innovating zeal of even such a re pected 
and judicwus-writer on the Constitution as Sir Ivor Jennings in hi Parlia-
mehtary Reform of 1934, to the apostrophe to institutional tradition of 
Mr. Herbert Morrison's Government and Parliamen t, written exactly twenty 
years later. 

But, as usual, the truth lies between extremes : the danger of ceasing 
t.oJ.h.inlLbig_i _c_e.a ing to think at all. The welcome decision that, after all, 
there is no place like home can become all too often sheer parochialism. 
The reputation of the House of Corumons in the outside world i now far 
in excess of its merits. By comparison with the popular a sembly of almo t 
any other free country, Parliament ha fallen hideously behind the times 
both in its procedures and in the facilities that it extend to it Member , 
and there is good ground for thinking that it would benefit from orne fairly 
drastic internal alterations and repairs which would go far beyond mere 
patching. D espite the general complacency of M.P.s them elves there has 
been evidence lately of public concern: flare-ups of indignation and 
mockery in the popular press, worried soul-searchings and rea s urance in 
the heavier papers. Some M.P.s are aware of a growing cepticism, even i hostility, certainly bewilderment, among the pu lie; but the Hou e as a 

f whole seems to react only by an increasing touchiness about ' privilege'-
·~tellin g a few journalists not to be rude and not to tell the public what goe 
1 on in the ' private ' party meetings. 
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Tru , he Hou i · lf ha.- app inted e\"ral Se!e t Committees o 

r , nr year. to nquir- into it don • · • arhir and pr edure , but the 
t- ie have me up "'th aim n thing f any impQrtance ; they have 
limir C: th m 1 ·e· t almo t ritual a t f r a sur n e about the 'comple.r 
a, d. <1 • natur· f ur P•rliam ntarr in tituti n . Meanwhile the pu bli< 
ha· li lle help in tryin~ to f m a n ibl image of what Parliament h 
om an d. in pani · ula r what it is doin, j or 1 hem . 

The d lining lfe tivenes of the H ou e has b n paralleled by a rising 
ffi i n y of the Executive. The Executive has reached a point Where 

the di vo e in attitude et w en ,\!inister -and .\ I.P .· i u h that both Frou t-
b n hes hOVe /:fown more and more prone to think that Parliamentary 
cri ti i m i nui ance enough at the moment without contemplating radical : 
reform of Parhamentary pro edure. The general the 1s of th1s pamphlet/ 
'is that whiJ , indeed, the power of the Executive has increased; i increasing 
and need not necessarily be diminished, y t the power of Parliament to 

: offer informed and Well-di seminated criticism has declined, is declining band should be increased. Po~ · no necessa contracf.iE~on_E._e~_>yeen 
1 

"'"!lfino a ~!JL.§,tg_cutive and wa111in a m ore effective and _{!fficient 
H ouse of Commons . The more power we trust a Government with to do 
thingS! or Us;-the- more need there is for it to op rate amid a blaze of 
publicity and criticism. But there is such a con tradiction at the moment 
because Parliament has not improved her own · instruments of control, ' 
scrutiny and criticism to keep pace with the great improvements of efficiency 
and the in rease of size in the departments of eie utivc government. Small 
wonder that public comprehension of Parliament is so low and· that con-
fidence is declining. Unless Parliament does something to repair its hide-
boun.d ways, this confidence may degenerate from the typical affectionate 
scepticism (at times so !iood for the pride of Ministers) into an indignant 
cynicism (hitherto, of course, a purely foreign phenomenon). M.P.s must 

l
1 
be brought to remember that they are the only effective mechanism by 

rJ Which people's trust and distrust of government can be brought into 
' equilibrium-and at the present time they are falling down on the job badly. 

* * * 
This pamphlet is deliberately limited to the public interest in the broad 

manner in Which the Commons conduct their business. Purely domestic 
matters to the House have been ignored, as have the important but external 
matters of election law and the selection of candidates. The discussion of 
radio and television in relation to the work of Parliament may also be 
important, but is an issue better treated separately. A more important, f 
though deliberate, omission is the lack of any reference to the House of • 
Lords. Clearly a thorough-going reform would rela te the work of the e 
two Houses to each other, not merely the powers.1 But, again, first things ·f 
first. : s I 

1 

The clo ing paragraphs of this author's 'The Life Peerages Act', Parlia-mentary Affairs, Autumn, 1958, sketches some such suggestions. 
n 
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REFORM OF TilE CO. L 10. s 

I 
Thi tra ~t i occa ioned not merely by the a mbry of the new Parlia-

ment, but by the Report of the Select Committee on Procedure, publi heel 
in .Mar h, 1959 of whi h the more Yaluable .\finute of Evidence became 
available in ~1 ay. At about the same time, the Han a rd So"'iety publi heel 
a the work of an anonymou committee Parliamentary R eform, 1933-58 ; .1 A Survey of Suggested R eforms; it made no r ommendation , but it wa 
comprehen ive, able and useful in it d cription of past · ch me and 
sugge tions. 

• • I e 
A Y p~ople ar intereste in the content and sub tance of \\hat Parlia-
ment di cu e and th legi lation it approv ; but con ern i more 

rare with the methods by which Parliament fulfil it function. Partly thi 
i becau e th rv1oth r f Parliaments is not shy of hinting that the way she 

- conducts her bu inc i the wonder of the wi e; partly b cau e the study 
of Parliamentary procedure seem to many ju t o dry and dult; and partly 
be au e there is wide, pread confusion about what the function f Parlia-
ment should be. Yet the purpose of any in titution, or the operativ ideal 
of any group of men , ar only realisable ·through procedures; and o 
existing procedures must con tantly be examined in light of the great radi a l 
que tion : 'Do they serve the public interest? ' The procedure and 
principles of Parliam ntary government are inextricably intertwin d and 
the one cannot be under tood without the other. 

l Popular Misunderstanding 
( .JJ T he belief in the public mind that Parliament should deliberate and 
1 legislate as a body of some 630 )ndependent minds, irre p cti e of p arty , 
1 · pa sion and pedigree, die hard a'nd i the source of much confu ion. Any 
j studen t of p olitics worth his salt will, on the utterance of this f Ila y by I 

[ 

even friend or fami ly, settle him ~ If easily into a famili a r and forceful 
rebuttal: that party organisation is necessary both in Parliament and the 
con tituencies if you want to be able at election to hold any group of 
politicians clea rly re ponsible for anything ; and that strong and enforcible 
pa rty discipline is necessary if there is to be a coherent development of 
p olicy. It is recognised, certainly, that an M.P. has something very te hnical 
called a 'conscience ' which he may exerci e by not voting at all on matter 
concerning gambling, conscription, sex, religion and-apparen tly- Egyptian 
affa ir ; but it is also recognised-whatever Edmund Burke said at Bri tal-
tha t, to adapt a once famous phrase of Ernes t Bevin at Bright n, an ~LP . 
cannot hawk his conscience around to every issue that turn up. 
{ Much of the undoubted public scepticism about Parliament an d the 
growing antipathy towards the whole profes ion of politi admittedly tern 
f rom this fallacy of self-defeating individua lism. It i , in a silly but safe 
form, the dominating motive of many of the young Liberals of the moment; 
it get more sinister wi th those who speak, sometimes innocently, of ' \Vant-

~·~ 
l ~ .. •' 1,;.-







t EFOR~ ~ OF THE CO. -'· 

· ~ t; ~ .. • ... ~ o: ~o:.:::::- . B • .n , e . i.P. :- he po itic , ho ,.e\er 
s.:-. :-" .:.n.J SOU!.d :::: fte:i· i -f · , ~,g such m d le, :: "'U.1 d a 1 a t a k him-
c-.,.'-'··!.... ·h"'"r a'l _, ;:.,-.,_-·!")..., o• '"'"' e-"'- or a d ~hoe--- -,.; 1. du t"1 I· ~nor .... n-e ;:> • ' •• ~ ' • .::. •• '-·· ...... - .l 1 J.... . ... ~ ... .. ~ .... ::: ..... 

n t:.e f3.rt of th.=. : :;:-:--:-. :: , and v.he:her in any a , verbal rebu·tal by the 
]a:~.:.r t.: much j,...o. ~: ~ ~ • 

Gcnuir.c Concenz 

P rhap the:-- i- Dot alwa · need to r ai e the ban ·et-bogey of 'not 
unde s~:i dmg he ~~~r~: of he Br: :sh S)Yem ', etc., wh ne,·er any attempt 
a a11 ·- 1 a de o · :I~ er v. he her P arliamen i effec ·ivel) fulfill ing its 
fun-t.:o.. Pa liame:,:-.•'s function, le. it b gran ed, i- no~ primarily to legi -
Ja e, b i r· t e · o ro ·ide a recru: ing and a te in~ ground for Cabinet 
tim er, a:1d then o:h ·o us ain and o criti ise a par icu ar Cabinet. E\ en 
so, ho·.x. c~n it pos~ib y be supposed that a any gi ·en time th re i a 
' ba.Ja . .e · be v, en he two func.ions of Parliam· n , tha of creating a 
s rong go 'einmen a.. d that of trying to criticise i s hide off? But th i is 
co ... monl _· assumed-and b people who are not normally considered simpl 
T h e ·s, in fact, a great deal of cant fr.om M.P.s and servants of th 
H o se. in \\hich the v:ord 'organic' mechanically figures-or else the ta: 
from Tennyson about precedents broadening down, which argues that th· ' 
procecures of the H ouse necessarily evolve (Burke-through-Darwin-out-of-
Ari s o e) until they are near perfect, and that there i always a sensible 
r pon~e to any cha..JJenge or problem which threatens the ' balance' betweer 
the criti i m and the support of the Government. Yet if the public i_ 
suspi ious that the Jcgi <> lative and procedural history of recent years ha 
always v. eighted the scale'; in the same direction, that of vastly strengthen-
ing he \1inisters against the House, the public is surely right. There is no 
ques ion of a balance: we are approaching the point when it will be only .a 
q ues ion of how much initiative the Frontbenches will be pleased to allow 
the Back benches. 

Certainly there j., no a priori reason for assuming that Parliament i 
func tioning in an ideal manner. The control of the Exe utive over the 
Hou~e increases during some great Parliamentary cri<>is, notably the ob truc-
tionism of Parnell and the Jri '>h Party in the 1880s and the exceptiona' 
pres\ure on the time-table during Mr. Attlee's two. ~Ministries; but whez 
these particular cri '>e<.; are pac;;t, the Executive never fully relaxes its nev 
grip. It would be '>impJc if, it were merely a question of bad leader ~ 
need'ng s rkt discipl ine, but even with the best of generals hab.its of blind 
co.rrunand outlive the campaign. 

crtainly it is unu ·1 ual, but certainly it is not absurd, to suggest that 
We) min'> er necdc;; to reform itself to keep pace with the technical efficiency 
and expansion of WhitehaJJ, indeed in order to allay the public suspicio.n 
tha t .v1embers have become mere Ministerial voting machines that neve, r 
ev<:.n br.tcY.fire in prote\t. ertainly there is a declining sense of assurance 

· · in j di .-idua}s or particular group involved in some conflict with their 
local au horitie~. orne planning authority, public board or Governmer' 

epar mtnt, that their local M.P. is likely to be of any help to them. T 

" ... 

J 

i 
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cliche - ~- c r :LJ.r pr - i , ind ed, a broadly correct de cription: mo ·t 
t-.LP.s . .:! .,. c""'.: '"'~ , .e mere 'ru ber stamps '-and not, unfortunately, because 
th y a "" ::e:-.1 1 ~ - · r~ed to b come so, but b cause they thems lves seem 
happ: L.:> k, - . 

A ""2-din.; ar'"i ~ e in Th e Times of 2 rd cember, 1957 complained 
tha the H we : Common had 'far too many li ttle men ' who were 
'enga.:;eu !J. d"" ;"I ra·e fighting over thing that do not matter '. T his is a 
fairl · :r >a a d \\ e ping indictment. But different things, of course , 

atte ·o c~fferent pe~..1ple ; top people and little men live differently and 
think d~ .-c::-c . ~.y. T h wide catter of matters rai ed in Que tion Time and 
on the Ad: urnmeo i , for e ·ample, surely a wholly good thi ng ; some-
thing ma~· ~ - t Y ryone-depre ing though at time this truth i , and 
the ran=.:. of topi k eps the whole Executi e at lea t som what awake and 
aware. \'."hat is depre sino i not that so many thing in them elve do not 
rna te , but that the · cannot on o ca ion be made to matter. What so often 
happ n- i not that . LP. are not brilliant enough men to ask the really 

earching que ion , but that they lack the facilitie and the sources of 
1forma .. ion to f How through such a question again t the well-briefed and 
ompli ated r ply \Vhich turneth away a river of wrath into a delta of 
onf i n. Rarely i the 'desperate fighting' inherently trivial, but often 

lack d pth. British ?\.1.P.s, like British boxers, have a straight left lead 
hat can p ierce most guards, but they rarely develop anything to throw 
.fter it. But let us first turn to the question of personnel, and consider 
ater the important matter of their access to technical knowledge. 

fhe Man for the Job 
The public in its coolness to Parliament is on very weak ground, it is 

tgreed, if it thinks that the House of Commons should consist of the 630 
?re-eminently intelligent minds of the nation. Members them elves, 
?articularly of the Conservative per uasion, are surprisingly prone to 
~rumble about a steady decline in the calibre (or class) of their fellO\v . 
Even if thi decline were true (which is extremely doubtful), the grumble 
would not be very sensible. What would Parliament do with such a picked 
six hundred? Would they in any sense be representative?-and this qu - \-
tion is asked not in point of theory, but in point of fact: could the 600 . - ~\...lS 
best men represent even a rough index of what the general public want\~ fA')( 
and will stand for, as distinct from their knowing (as we all do) what i 1 ~->-~ · 
best for the public? And if in fact the social esteem of Parliam nt were ~ 
to become so hfgh and the mechanism of selection so rational that every ne 
who felt himself to be of consequence and righteou ne s e en wi hed to 
be in Parliament, it might depress leader hip and standard , all over indu try, 
the professions, the unions and the schools far more than it would elevate 
Parliament. It is not merely a question of God protecting the common 
man from ever being governed by Wellsian 'intellectual Samurai'. There 
~s no need even to regret the faded picture that the gr at T ry historian 
Sir Lewis Namier painted at the beginning of his fam ous study, The 

lStructure of Politics at the Accession of G eorge l/1: 'You will be of the 
- f 
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House of Common as soon as you are of age', wrote Lord Chesterfield 
to his on, ' ... and you mu t make a figure there if you would make a 
figure in your country'. For the idea that Parliament was the natural 
how-place and prize-ring for any man of talent wa only po ible when ,. 

to be an M.P. wa for mo t a strictly part-time activity. The full-time 
· profe sion 1 M.P. cannot be regretted; he i a natural response to the 

volume and complexity of modern legislation and to the representation of 
Labour in Parliament, of men as financially dependent on their immediate · 
job a most of their constituents are on theirs. The grumble about ' little 
men ' in Parliament is till, at root, an irritable no talgia for a Parliament 
of ' gentry '-in the full, technical sense of that term (even though they, 
of course, by their own self-understanding never needed to be ' particularly 
brainy') . 

3. ne • • t 
r!nHE public is not let down by the kind of man who comes 
1. ment, 1 but it is let down by the use that i made of whoev r comes. 

What i worrying is not that all the be t men do not go into Parliament, 
• but that the talents that do, unles they hold office, are commonly so 

wa ted (and it may be a realisation of this, as much as faults in the 
mechani m for election, which decides many good men not to become 
candidate ). Some of the ways in which the Backbencher's talents are 
wasted or frustrated are in themselves extremely mundane, though in their 
consequences important, and would be easy to remedy. The point cannot 
be better put than by quoting at length from a speech of Mr. Wedgwood 
B nn in that unu ual debate of 31st January, 1958, specifically on the 
' Procedure of Parliament ': 

' The conditions under which we arc cxpc ted to work arc a public 
scandal. ... I do not believe that people ouLidc have the slightest con-
ception of the way in which member arc required to do their work. 

•ach of u has only one place private to our clve , a locker which i. 
so mall it will not take the ordinary brief- asc to be locked away. VIc 
have no access to a telephone unle we mflkC the endless, sen el ~;s tramp 
around the corridor , waiting out ide the kio ks, with our papers, .waiting 
to telephone. o incoming td phone cal l can reach ·us, although \'CfY 
modern hospital has now de i cd the simple ystem of giving the d ctors 
a tiny radio receiver which buzzes and from which they an pick up 
messages .... 

We cannot even communicate free]" with each other. There is no 
general pigeon-hole where on( can put me ages for a Member. To circulate 
hon. Members for the d~.:batc to-day, my hon. Friend had to pay 3d. po tage 
for every member t whom he wrote . . . imply be au. ~.: the fa ilitic were 
not available ... it i a c. ndal and ought to be r on id r d. Unlcs 
Member arc given the opportunities to get gr~;atcr help, thi Hou c , nnot 
rc. lly b(; an efficient place.' 

• 1 Here is the la t pl. c to ta kc up the cudgels in fa o~r of more Con crva- 1 
ti c M.P.s of working-clas origin. I 
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Mr. Benn also regretted the lack of 'proper research facilities' , which 
phrase might open up larger vistas, but was at the time merely intended 
to point to the fact that M.P.s have not even got routine typing and 
clerical assistance by virtue of their office. An American Congressman, it 
is said, collapsed with shock on being shown the writing-rooms and the 
Library of the Commons full of men writing letters in longhand: Members 
of Parliament answering their constituency mail. For not merely does 
Congress supply from public funds at least routine clerical assistance to its 
elected representatives , but so do nearly all the 50 States of the American 
Union (though this will not convince those so principled that to learn that 
Americans do a thing is sufficient reason for us not to) ; South Africa, 
Australia and Canada all provide free secretarial facilities during the session 
at least. The best that Parliament does for its Members is to make a few 
rooms available to an outside, private secretarial agency, whose services 
M .P .s may then hire. How can people expect to find their local M.P. at 
all helpful when he may be in the position of having to deal with all _his -
correspondence, the important to him and the routine which is important 
to anonymous others, unaided and by hand? Many Members, of course, . 
though certainly not most, have a secretary-typist. But this depends on a 
private income, on outside earnings or on facilities extended by some out-
side body- trade union, trade association or business firm- with whom the 
Member is intimately and usefully connected. 

Pay and Expenses 
The question of M .P.s' remuneratwn arises and is, indeed, a thorny 

one. Let us only enter into it here in so far as it touches the efficiency of 
Parliament-putting aside questions of equity or incentive.1 Since 1957 
Members have been paid £1,750 a year, of which the average sum allowable 
as necessary expenses by the Income Tax authorities appears to be about 
£750. This latter figure was calculated by the· 1953 Select Committee on 
Members' Expenses2 and was, after much acrimony and confusion, the 
basis of their recommendation and of the eventual salary increase in 1957 
from the previous £1,000. 

On the face of it such a compounding might seem sensible. But in 
fact it was a stupid and regressive action- as The Times itself warned in 
a leader headlined 'A Bad Business '.3 For it thoroughly confused two 
quite separate issues: that of an M.P.'s own proper remuneration, and that 
of what facilities he should be g'ven to carry out his job efficiently. To be 
given a blanket expense allowance, like some commercial travellers, is surely 

1 See Peter G. Richards, Honourable Members: a Study of the British Back-
bencher (Faber , London, 1959), chapter 13, for an admirable account of the 
sad shuffles over this whole question ·of payment. 

2 House of Commons Paper 12 of 1953-54. 
3 The Times, 9th July, 1954. 
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not the best way to help an M.P. and, indeed, to get the most out of him. 
What business man would think twice of an organisation which-the basic 
salary apart-gave him no secretary, no office,1 no telephone allowance 
(except, as at present, purely within the London area in Session) and no 
travel (except purely between home or constituency and the House in 
Session and then only-and oddly-by rail) ; but which instead gave him 
£750 p.a. to provide his own equivalents? Such a system is not likely to 
be efficient overall and, on the one hand, does not give enough help to the 
very energetic · and busy Backbencher ; and yet, on the other hand, does 
not encourage the few completely idle M.P.s even to go through the form 
of doing anything except voting. And lumping together the two payments 
makes the resulting payment seem larger in the public eye than it is-
if, that is, the real difficulty about raising salaries was fear of misrepre-
sentation before the public and not, let it be said openly for once, a violent 
aversion among many Conservative Members against making things easy 
for the Member without private income: the ' professional politician '. 

All this would be bad enough even if the total sum of £1,750 were 
adequate. But it is plainly not. The ordinary Backbencher's postage bills 
can easily run to a hundred pounds a year, and a man with some small 
national reputation will spend far more. Many M.P .s have two homes to 
keep up, unless they desert their normal home .or their constituency for 
London entirely. Put it in such homely terms as this: it is well known in 
the House that those who live on their salary alone and pay proper atten-
tion to constituency and other public duties, all involving considerable 
expense, cannot regularly afford lunch or dinner in the dining-room of 
the House of Commons and use only the tea room regularly. If the ' pro-
fessional politician ' chose politics as a paying profession, the miserable 
nature of the Members' (Pension) Fund wouuld alone be good reason for 
changing jobs again- or emigrating to Canada.2 

On all counts it is clear that the M.P. should be granted from public 
funds the facilities he needs to fulfil his public functions: secretary, office, 
postage, telephone, and travel. 3 The public having elected Members at 
least in part to represent their particular interests, have a right to demand 

I 

1 Nor even a desk. See the R eport of the Select Committee on Accommoda-
tion, H.C. 309, 1952~53 , and H .C. 184, 1953-54, which, amid its report (or 
exposure) on t.Q.e almost unbelievable conflict of authorities within the Palace 
of Westminster, made the humble comment that 60 per cent. of Members replied 
to an item in a questionnaire that they would welcome an individual, office-
type desk. But the Lord Great Chamberlain, the Speaker, the Ministry of 
Works and the Sergeant-at-Arms still seem unable between them to find space, 
money or inclination for this simple h~a~cratic task. ~ 

z See the R eport of the Select Committee on Members' Expenses,, H.C. 72, 
1953-54. 

a Ibid, pp. xvii-xxii. Every country in the Commonwealth in 1953, except 
India and Pakistan, allowed free travel everywhere to their M.P.s, often includ-
ing wives and families , and, with the same two exceptions, complete or large 
telephone and post allowances. 
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that their M.P.s should be given the normal facilities without which any 
managerial or professional man in private or public employ could not be 
expected to stir. Such minimum clerical assistance is merely a logical 
extension of the payment of M.P.s at all; it need raise no new constitutional 
issue; it merely enables-and encourages-M.P.s to fulfil properly their 
individual obligations to their constituents. 

These matters seem so obvious that the only clear reasons why they 
have not been implemented, even widely demanded by M.P.s themselves, , 
must surely be: firstly, Conservative objections to 'excessive' payments 
of Members-presumably on the high constitutional principle of ' Damn 
you Jack, we're all right'; secondly, frontbench opposition in both parties 
to even the slightest risk of strengthening the abilities and therefore the 
powers of their fairly docile majorities; and thirdly, sheer despair or 
bewilderment by Backbenchers about what they should be doing anyway. ' 

THE CONSTITUENCY CASE 
Clearly the first obligation of an M.P. in the British system of govern-

ment is to support or to make things difficult for a particular government, t/ 
according to the interests and the plans of a particular party. Let all this 
go with no more saying (except to reflect that most frontal attacks on the 
'party system' in fact make more sense when recast as criticisms of the 
internal organisation of the two separate parties). But the M.P. has a 
secondary role to play in relation to his constituents-certainly seconda 
but certainly necessary and important both politically and constitutionally. 

Much of the work of the modern private Member is, some have com- f 
plained, that of a ' glorified welfare officer ', someone to whom complaints 
and enquiries come, often of a bewildering and ridiculous variety, about all 
sorts of inequities and incomprehensions which the plain people find in 
dealing with officialdom-often complaints about which the M.P. can do 
nothing. Members receive precious little encouragement from their leaders 
m this work. Lord Attlee wrote recently: 

'I think the present practice whereby many M.P.s spend the bulk of 
their week-ends dealing with constituency cases is a bad one. The M.P. 
ought to have leisure for recreation , home life, and possibly homework. 
Many M.P.s wear themselves out doing work that ought to be left to others 
... in these days of legal aid and citizen's advice bureaux, he should not 
be troubled as he so often is to-day with a mass. of detailed work which 
detracts from his work as an M.P. It would be a good thing if there 
could be some kind of gentleman's agreement among all Parties on this, 
for as things are there is a tendency for competition in these matters. . . . 
Government Departments deal, I think, with cases on their merits, and 
intervention by an M.P. is often quite unnecessary.' 1 

) 
But this is surely the very kind of attitude which creates as well as reflects 
a sense of alienation between the public and its Parliament. Everything is 

1 Fabian Journal, November, 1958, p. 6. 
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so geared towards the business of carrying on central government that the 
public is actually reprimanded for ignorantly wasting the time of M.P.s. 
Certainly the public is ignorant of the fact that an individual M.P. can do 

/

little more in the great majority of cases than forward his constituent's letter 
to the right Government Department-on a standard form provided for 
that purpose, and then send back to him a reply drafted and typed out in 
the Department. There is the occasional bigger fish to fry, of course-
a Crichel Down or a 'Thurso boy' case (and one sucli case as either of 
these every so often goes a long way to making Ministers and Departments 
careful and thorough in their answers to even apparently routine 'con-
stituency' questions). But Lord Attlee would be the . last to deny that 
Members s]).ould keep their ears open for that kind of thing, though not 
for ' work that ought to be left to others '. The mere fact that members 
of the public come to the M.P.'s clinic (if he holds one at all), whether 
hey come to get legal advice, to complain about their house or their mother-
n-law, shows that there is a need, shows that the Constituency M.P. can 

still be thought of as the person to turn to, even if he only posts one off to 
somebody else. Lord Attlee's laudable wish to find creative leisure for 

1 

M.P.s should not be at the expense of that psychological level of repre-
V sentation without which the most efficient system of government can fall 

into the contempt of the governed. 

Vital Link 
There is a good case for saying that it is important not merely for 

M.P.s to receive no discouragement from their party leaders, but that the 
House of Commons as a whole should take ' the constituency case ' more 
seriously. The leisure to think and read, which Lord Attlee rightly says 
is an urgent need of M.P.s, could be gained simply by giving them proper 
secretarial and office facilities: this would save far more time than aban-
doning work which, in fact, needs expanding. The public, when confrontew 
with the bewildering diversity and, at times, remoteness of officialdom, nee.~ 

· to feel that it has an intermediary to whom it can turn for advice arr 
help. Even if the help is purely a question of reassuring someone that the 
New Model Circumlocution Office is in fact dealing with him fair and fast, 
this reassurance is in itself a vital factor. Again, it would be overly abstract 
and endlessly debatable to say that the public has a right of access to and 
advice from their Member ; it is rather the question that at times people 
feel the need (whether rightly or wrongly in administrative terms is not the .,..__ 

· question) to put their troubles, administrative and personal, before their 
. Member. If such needs are not met, who is to blame that the public is v 
cynical about Parliament? : One can go further and say-shuddering at the 
shaking of heads which such a wild suggestion will cause-that it would 
be wholly a good th\ng. if each M.P. had a local secretary who was in fact 
a trained social worker, paid for out of local rates and with a known office 
in some local public building, not in the party offices, where many people-
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again rightly or wrongly is not the question-are reluctant to go.1 The 
reasons are obvious why the life of an M.P. should not become dominated 
by 'constituency case work', but it would be an act of great wisdom, 
understanding and compassion for the small man in the big world- not a 
regrettable 'tendency for competition in these matters '- if some party 
leader were even to devote two minutes of a political broadcast to reminding 
the public that they have an M.P. who is somewhat there to help them. 

IMMEDIATE NEEDS 
From every aspect there seems an overwhelming case that the House 

should develop secretarial and office facilities for the use of M.P.s even 
in their purely individual capacity. The obvious solution would seem to 
be a separation of the question of salary from that of expenses: on the 
one hand, it is surprising that the House does not follow the French example 
and tie salaries to some suitable scale in the Civil Service so that the House 
could surrender to the Whitley Council its invidious task of fixing its own 
pay2 ; and, on the other hand, it is surprising that M.P.s will not provide 
themselves with proper facilities, if not for their own sakes, for the sake 
of the public which has an interest to demand an efficient Parliament and 
a well-equipped M.P. 

Two other specific points should be raised. Qffice accommodation is 
not merely a convenience for the M.P. himself, but would be a place where 

• 

at least his secretary could be found, behind a door or on the 'phone, by 
constituents and others outside the House. Has no M.P. ever fully realised .;l) ' 
the disillusionment in the face of a constituent lobbying him for the first rJ'u-
time when he is expected to conduct his business in a corner of a crowded 
lobby which has all the confusion, the noise and, indeed, the decor of the 
entrance to one of the London railway stations, themselves equal victims 
with the House of Commons of the inconvenience of Victorian opulence? 
If M.P.s will not treat themselves with enough respect to have 6ffices, they 
should at least consider the public. Where could such accommodation be 
found within the Palace of Westminster? - even apart from the COS!t -

. ancestral voices from nearby will protest. 
But if anyone would bother to resurrect some of the evidence submitted 

to-but ignored by- the Select Committee on the Rebuilding of the Palace 
of Westminster, 1943-45, they would see that there is ample scope for 
adapting or rebuilding parts of the present site, and there are even easily 
available sites close to (and it does not notably affect the dignity of U.S. 
Senators to pass from desk to division on a delightful, automatic under-

. ~~ 
1 This solution might go better with British law and practice than the \'-o}~~ 

importation of something like the Scandinavian Ombudsman- the official \~~ 
investigator of grievances. But if M.P.s do not become far more effective 
intermediaries between the public and the Executive, ·then the Ombudsman is 
worth turning to-see articles and editorial in the Observer, 31st May and 
7th June, 1959. 

2 As suggested by William Pickles in a letter to The Times, 28th May, 1954. 
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ground railway). In fact the Report of the 1943-45 Select Committee sadly 
illustrates the apathy and unimaginativeness of many M.P.s themselves. 
The Report was dominated by three things: restaurant facilities, lavatory 
accommodation and the design of the present Chamber-making few con-
cessions to its hallowed pseudo-Gothic inconveniences. Only the facilities 
of the Press Gallery did well out of the rebuilding, though its size, like that 
of the slightly increased Public Gallery, is still ridiculously inadequate. It 
could be seriously argued that-the inconvenience of the present Chamber 
and its surroundings apart-the whole atmosphere of Westminster is 
dangerously that of a museum of a vanished order. 

The Select Committee on House of Commons Accommodation of 1953 
and 1954, the 'Stokes Committee', perhaps wisely gave most of its attention 
to the tangled question of the control of the Palace of Westminster and 
to the allocation of accommodation within the existing type of space avail-
able. Even the chairman, the late Richard Stokes, restrained his obvious 
inclination to advise that the whole building should be torn apart and 
rebuilt as something likely to serve its purpose and as a vindication of 
modern British industry and design, not as a monument to Pugin's theories 
about a non-existent Gothic race. But it availed them little to concentrate 
on one main and simple recommendation, that ' some unified control of 
the whole Palace ' should be created ; that was ignored by the Government 
with nearly all the rest. 

Research Facilities 
The House also seems unimaginative and unduly modest in the Library 

it possesses. It does, indeed, have ten graduate library clerks in addition 
to the Librarian himself. As well as helping Members to books and reports, 
they will ' fin9 things out for Members ', will present short answers to fairly 
straightforward demands for statistics, and will compile lists of references 
on a subject ; but there are not enough of them to conduct more detailed 
or original research for individual Members, or eyen for Committees of 
the House, as does the Library of Congress or the many American State 
Legislative Reference Libraries.1 These American libraries go far beyond 
being 'reference libraries' in the English sense; they are centres of research 
for, and on the instructions of, the legislature; they employ statisti9ians, 
economists, social scientists and research workers of all types. They are 
deliberately alternative-if often, of course, also complementary-sources 
of information to the great facilities of the Executive office . British M.P.s 

Vseem far too easily satisfied with Departmental report et on foot by the 
Government itself and with what other information can be gained from 
Whitehall by written answers to Parliamentary questions. 

1 See the strong plea of Mr. Percy Daines for a better library with re earch 
officers in the adjournment debate of 22nd July, 1954, H.C. Debates 530, c. 
1669ff. 
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The Library of the House of Commons, though it seems to fulfil its 
limited functions admirably, is simply not equipped to provide, for instance, 
expert staff for a Select Committee of the House, let alone the normal 
Standing Committees who rely entirely on Government sources or on the 
unaided initiative of private Members. Whenever such an expansion of the 
Library has been urged, allegedly constitutional or political arguments have 
been advanced against the House developing ' a rival bureaucracy ' to 
Whitehall. But it is hard to see why such a simple strengthening of the 
critical efficiency of the Comma s should-or could-threaten the far more ~ 
deeply entrenched predominanc of the Executive. Once again, the funda-
mental question is raised whether the ' balance ' between the carrying on 
of government and the criticising of its measures is, at this time, healthy, 
efficient and in the public interest. This takes us directly to the whole 
question of the procedural organisation of the House of Commons itself. 

4. The Committee System 
THE novels of C. P. Snow, Professor Parkinson's Law and K. C. Wheare's 

Government by Committee are all, in different ways, testimonies to the ,.) 
truth that the most important work of cefl.tral -go ernment is conducted not \9- ..-' 
by civ.il .servants or M.P.s. w_orking a_s ind}--viduals;;:ll~t by,_ c~it"ties. To 
say th1s 1s not to under-estima-te neg reat 1m ortan of the general ®bates 
on c.tlie fliDJr_ mmotrs- or even those in the House of Lords. These, 

I 

debates on the floor are invaluable as occasions on which the Government 
is forced to explain its actions or intentions before a partly hostile audience i 
which can gain the maximum of publicity. And generally the House is 
at its best in the conduct of general debates ; there seems little cause for .. 
public concern here-if the giants of yester' year are mourned by some, 
so have they always been. In the days of Gladstone and Disraeli there 
were old hands who yawned in their faces at the memory of Peel and 
Russell. Members themselves feel strongly that there is never enough time 
for as many as want to speak in debates to speak. But the public may 
perhaps be justified in regarding this as a purely domestic matter of the 

- House when all experience suggests that the eager expectation of novelty 
in the umpteenth speech of a debate is usually only a function of having 
forgotten the content of the first dozen. It is rather depressing to find that ..,. 
most M.P.s view the whole topic of Parliamentary reform as simply mean-
ing suggestions as to how to find time for more Members to speak more 
often on the floor of the House. 

But the scrutiny of legislation and Parliamentary control of the actions 
o~ the Executive, particularly in its lower reaches, give cause for greater · 
disquiet. Proposals for legislation, or even for chan~ in departmental or \v' 
adminis!~ive policXz are s~ly th$_.. pr~ducf ~ network of:]_epartmental 
anajnter-Qe!Jartmental committees. These bring together the departments 

- ~ · . ----- -

. 'l 
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affected and expert opinion-both inside and outside government service-
and, far more than is commonly realised, consult with interested parties, 
outside interests and the whole range of legitimate pressure groups. Thus 
a Minister when he rises from his seat to face the House is as well prepared 
as the resources of what is still one of the most efficient and highly qualified 
civil services in the world can make him. It is not uncommon for a major 
Bill to make fifteen or more journeys for redrafting back and forwards from 

· the Ministry to the Parliamentary Counsel. So much skilled staff work goes 
into the drafting of modern legislation and the formulation of policy that 

J it is hard to see how criticism from the floor can hope to be informed and 
V even modestly effective unless M.P.s have some, even remotely, equivalent 
. source of knowledge, or way of getting it. The reliance of the ordinary 

M.P. on Government sources is flattering but extreme. The ordinary M.P. 
may have his 'speciality' as the fruit of past experience, but he is simply 
not equipped and assisted to break new ground. The conscientious M.P. 
spends most of his working life in committees: some have brains, some 
have teeth, but none-except Committee of Public Accounts-have hands 
and feet to work for them. 

Any complex matter put before any large association of men is 
commonly dealt with in four ways:. by appointing a small committee; by 
giving that committee as precise a definition of its function as possible ; by 
giving the committee as much time as possible; and by including among 
the committee technical experts or giving it access to such experts ~ Few 
of the activities of the House, as we will now see, measure up to such a 
standard. 

COMMITTEES OF THE WHOLE HOUSE 
Paradoxically, the most common type of committee of the House 

is not really a committee at all. The House,- as is ~' sits as a 
whole as the Gat:JJ..mit-tee of Supply-~mmi-ttee of Ways and ~ns, 
as it does, indeed, on an Mone Resolution re atin _t the Consolidated 
Fund. Commonly B ls~· tlf. exceptiona rmportance are given in theircom-
rruttee stage to the House as a whole, rather than being sent ' upstairs ' to 
a Standing Committee ; and uncontested Bills of a minor nature are almost 
certain to be ' passed on the nod '. Thus, the finance bills apart, there 
are two occasions when time ca!l actually be saved by the ~ordinarily mo;e 
cumbersome device of ' Committee of the Whole ' : when the' matter 'is not 
going to be discussed annvay, and when the matter is felt by Members 
to oe so important that tqe l Repo.it Stage on the floor of the House would 
probably want to cover again all the ground already covered by the normal 
Standing Committee upstairs. 

A Committee of the Whole on Finance Bills and Money Resolutions 
while it has some greater ·procedural flexibility over a normal session o 
the House when the Speaker is in the Chair, is at the best a cumbersome 
and time-wasting device. It is justified not in terms of efficiency but in , / 
terms of alleged constitutional principle: that all M.P.s should be able f1 
to contribute to every level of the discussion on granting Supply. But this 
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is one of those 'principles' that are self-defeating-and are now probably I 
meant to be; control by, say, 60 would obviously be stricter than by a 
nominal six hundred. The Committee of Supply and the Committee of 
Ways and Means are traditionally of the whole House but, as we will see, 
even the recent and most cautious Report from the Select Committee on 
Procedure, 1959, thought seriously of ways and means by which much of 
their work could be sent upstairs. Evidence put before the Select Com-
mittee showed that over the last ten years about a fifth of the entire work-
ing hours of the House had been spent in Committee of the Whole . 

. ,. 

GENERAL STANDING COMMITTEES 
All legislation in its Committee Stage is automatically considered by a 

Standing Committee unless it is claimed for the floor of the House or sent-
as very occasionally happens-to a Select Committee, or else the Scottish 
Standing Committee. Nowadays the normal number of such committees 
is six per session. One committee is reserved for Private Members' Bills, 
but otherwise there is no specialisation on different types of topics. Bills . 
come to them quite arbitrarily, according to their order on a calendar and 
according to which committee finishes its work first. Gladstone's original 
intention in creating these Standing ·committee was that different committees 
would have a broad but different subject area, i.e. industry, foreign trade, J 
agriculture, etc. But this intention died early, if it was ever seriously 
followed at all. The Standing Committees are thought of as the House ( 
in miniature and not as a collection of specialists. Each committee is . \ 
thus originally composed of a core of 20 members appointed for the Session 
by the Committee of Selection. But then up to 30 members, commonly 
25, are appointed ad hoc for each particular Bill. Now in fact, if not ' in 
theory, this floating 25 or 30 is usually composed of Members whom their 
Whips think to have some special interest in or knowledge of a particular 
Bill. But any private member who says that he wants to serve on' a 
particular Bill is likely to be ' selected '-since it · is not at all easy to find 
sufficient Members to serve regularly on these committees. They meet 
in the morning and they need somewhere around 250 Members to work 
them at full strength. And though there is no precise evidence, the figure 
as low as 200 was frequently mentioned in the Evidence of the recent Select · 
Committee on Procedure as the number of Members who fairly regularly 
attend this important morning work. Thus there is an ad hoc kind of 
specialism on the committee stage of Bills already, and the Select Com- · 
mittee's Report wishes to carry this further by abolishing the core of about 
25 general or sessional Members. But this system would still studiously 
avoid sessional or permanent committees empowered to consider definite 
subjects-as, for instance, the standing committees of the American Con- / 
gress and the French Assembly. These British Committees, of course, have / 
no vestige of executive power ; they cannot summon persons and papers 
before them ; they cannot debate or discuss matters irrelevant to the actual 
text of the Bill before them; their proceedings are reported in the 'Com-
mittee ' Hansard and there are clerks at the table to assist the chairman 
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with the procedure of the committees, but they have no research staff to 
' go into ' the evidence behind the legislation before them. One of the 
strangest anomalies of the British Parliament is the lack of assistance for 

mbers in Standing Committees. 
The Scottish Grand Committee is, however, a kind of specialist com-
ee-if geography could be said to determine knowledge. It is in origin 

a concession to Scottish national sentiment by which the Grand Committee 
takes the Committee Stage of all Bills which refer exclusively to Scotland, 
considers the Scottish interests in certain other Bills referred to it by the 
House, and also considers the Scottish Estimates. The Committee is com-
posed of the 71 Scottish Members plus not less than 10 and not more than 
15 non-Scottish Members for each particular Bill. (One of the most 
interesting tasks faced by the Committee of Selection is to find non-Scottish 
specialists on Scotland.) 

SPECIALISED STANDING COMMITTEES 
Co ittees are norman tSe-appG.illt€d by the-Housetrom 

time_... e to eal w1th particular matters as 
sorne __ S~~le~cdt~~ruDD~~&-~~+-aa~n_~~~~~~~~~~~ 

· eadily described as specialised sta din c 
on 1tcften and Refreshment Rooms has actually been given (strange 
anomaly) ex~e-;=>~in its rather narrow field. The examples of 
the Select Committee of Pnvileges and the Selection Committee, however, 
show that man of -t·hese ' -speeifrl.isms ' i- fa.et proceoura or domestic 
to the House. But there are certain great exceptions. The Committee of 

"'Pu 11 Kccounts and the Select Committee on Estimates are radically 
different in character from the Standing Committees-so is the Select Com-
mittee on Statutory Instruments. And recently, moreover, the somewhat 
experimental Select Committee on Nationalised Industries has been made 
sessional and so will continue to report. 

The great esteem and effectiveness of the Co 
whose duty it is to ascertain whether money is ose for 
which it was voted, is bound up with the fact that the reports and the 
independent status of the Comptroller and Auditor General furnish them 
with an unrivalled, extra-governmental source of advice. The committee 
has no executive power, but the fear that its criticisms inspire in Whitehall, 
the reputations which are furthered or ruined when civil servants appear 
before the committee to explain, or explain a)Vay, sections of the Comp-
troller General's report, makes it the prime example of a Parliamentary 
control of the Executive which does not itself create or impede policy. 
The omp ro er enera has, of course, an expert and a very large staff-
virtually a Department of State. 

The Select Committee on Estimates, on the other hand, has a more 
chequered and at times dispiriting career. Part of its difficulties arise from 
the fact that, unlike the Committee of Public Accounts, it is concerned 
with scrutinising and suggesting economies on current estimates, while being, 
of course, precluded from challenging the policies themselves. But it is 
easy to construe the slightest suggestion of an economy as a challenge to 
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Government policy, so therefore the Committee as often avoids even the 
appearance of such a challenge by descent into triviality. Also its job is 
too big, even when divided into five sub-committees, in the absence of 
any equivalent at all of the work done for the Committee of Public Accounts 
by the reports of the staff of the Comptroller General. 

Power~ of Scrutiny 
r The Select Committee on Statutory Instruments-known as the 
' Scr~ee '-is also of some interest, not so much for what it 
does, b~t it could do and for the g ud in recognition it repre-
sents.Jhat-in_some-areaS-aLleas.t...-speei-aliseEi-s~ a--cts-
,of_ the Executive is necessa-1=¥- The committee was established in 1944 in 
partial fulfilment of one of the recommendations of the Donoughmore 
Committee on Ministers' Powers of 1932. It has the task of scrutinising 
every instrument made by a Minister under some powers of delegation on 
which the House may or must move a resolution. But its terms of reference 
are limited to drawing the attention of the House, without explanation, to 
any instruments which appear to make unusual or unexpected U§e of the'"V· 
powers conferred by the enabling statute. It cannot consider the merits of 
.such instruments, nor grievances arising out of those instruments already in 
operation. The Committee has the assistance of the Counsel to the Speaker, 
'yet it is doubtful in the extreme whether the committee does a thorough 
job-largely due to its lack of staff. The Report of the Select Committee 
on Delegated Legislation, 1953 (H.C. 310), rejected a proposal to make this 
sessional committee a Standing Committee with greater powers and wider 
terms of reference-as, indeed, with famous and ludicrous consistency, it 
rejected all other proposals for reform in this field: the final burial of the 
much reburied Donoughmore Report. The Select Committee evidently 
regarded the fact that the Scrutiny Committee had brought to the special 
attention of the House only 56 Statutory Instruments out of a total of 5,496 
considered between 1947 and 1953 as evidence that there was nothing worth 
worrying about. Thus if only one instrument of delegated legislation out 
of a hundred ever even raises the suspicion of having gone beyond the 
Statute or of containing unusual provisions, then we are all indeed fortunate 
that Whitehall has gained so much power at the expense of Westminster. 
Otherwise one might think that the Scrutiny Committee is a watch-dog either 
without sufficient teeth, or reluctant to use what it has. 

An even more interesting 'anomaly', which could point the way to 
many better things, is the Select Committee on the Nationalised Industries. 
The Committee, as finally established in 1957,1 was to enquire into the 

1 This followed the Report of the Select Committee on the Nationalised 
lndustdes of 1952 (H.C. 235). But when the new committee was first set up in 
1955, its terms of reference were restricted to exclude matters of Ministerial 
policy and of day-to-day administration within the industry. This committee 
failed to function and the Government yielded to considerruble backbench 
pressure and reconstituted it with the present wide terms of reference-though 
with a warning to behave. But the recommendations of the 1952 committee in 
favour of such a committee having a specialised staff, including at least one 
,accountant, have never been met. 
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administration of the nationalised industries, which Parliament has been 
reluctant to embarrass by debetting too frequently, and on which many 
normal Parliamentary questions are out of order in that the Nationalisa-
tion Acts did not, of course, make the Minister responsible for, or entitled to 
intervene in, the detailed day-to-day running of the Nationalised Boards. 
The new committee began cautiously by examining-actually visiting and 
hearing evidence-the North and then the South of Scotland Hydro-Electric 
Boards, Boards whose affairs Parliament had never found time to debate. 
The committee published a reporP which, while it made no fundamental 
criticisms, yet had several useful suggestions to make to the Boards-such 
as the desirability of the Boards sending out more types of contract to open 
tender. Many people went to the trouble to give evidence to the committee 
about the slowness of rural electrification. The final Report did contain, 
however, one highly significant passage: 

' Your committee having looked so far at two of the eight nationalised 
boards which lie within its terms of reference, are not yet able to say whether 
there are any grounds for thinking that the influence of the Treasury has in 
any way hampered or is hampering the initiative of the Board.' 

Future reports from this committee may be looked forward to with interest: 
it is incredible to think that the House has never got beyond a priori 
susp1c10ns of excessive 'Treasury control.' 

SELECT COMMITTEES 

/

;,· Select Committees are simply small committees of Members appointed 
V by the House to examine, investigate and to make a report on a ce.t;tain 

subject or problem. T ey perform a kind of task for whicg_!_he H use 
itself is not suited: the exa: · a wn of w1tnesses, the siftin o e nee, 
the production of a reaso :rrd-currcts-e report and usually proposals. 
Select Committees, of course, simply publish their reports__a,ud the House 
may or may Q.O_t fin_<! time even to~ ate he.rn_;_a_nd_the _G,o.v.e.t:rUUe.nLJpay 
or may not take an _ action in lme with th~_p.r.uposals-pl.:l-t :-erw-a-rd. These 
committees have no executlve power. But they are usually given power 
'to' sen ons, ers an records'; they can then enforce attend-
ance and require answers from any British subject except a Peer _ or an 
M.P. They are assisted in a procedural manner by clarks. of the House, 
but they rarely, if ever, have funds or facilities to sponsqr .original research. 

J In the nineteenth century much important legislation: · was the direct 
result of the reports of Select Committees; t were major i sii:uments _gf 
reform But in this century there has be~n a stea ecline in the umhers 
of Select Com i.ttees and, with a few nota e exceptions, in their_ import-
ance and influence. Royal Commissions and Departmental Cormnittees 
have largely replaced them as investigatory bodies. Indeed, from 1945 to 
the present day only a handful of such committees have considered matters 
of public policy, as distinct from the domestic affairs of the House. For 

1 Report of the· Select Committee on Nationalised Industries, H.C. 304, 29th 
October, 1957. 
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one thing, Select Committees on matters of public policy are thoroughly 
distrusted and disliked by the Whips ; despite Government majorities on 
them, they have an awkward tendency to develop cross-bench sentiment, 
a shocking habit of regarding the Executive as guilty until it is proved 
innocent. 

Obviously, Select Committees have the great advantages of speed and 
tighter control over Royal Commissions, except in the most complex and 
wide-flung matters. Their real enemy is the Departmental Committee-as 
well as the general shortage of time to serve on them among the minority 
of Members who do the real work of the House. They can be an effective 
and indirect jnstrum.enLQf_ co_!! =-- · e, without in any way 
being._ able to dictate to the Exe-c11flve. The House of Commons could and 
should make more use of Select Committee proce ure on at ublic 
policy on which the~ is sim 1 a ac o Information. 0 vwus y, a Select 
Committee cannot usefully be employed when it is considering a matter on 
which there is a predictable party split and rival line already well known. 
It will be most useful on matters which can be regarded as non- _artisim 

• 

(or, more often, which cut party lines ba y , o on rna n which the 
government has no clear .. g, to surreoo~ e respensi-
bility ouse. Recent examples are the Select Committee to revise 
tl:ie my Act in 1952; to revise the Naval Discipline Act in 1955; to con-
sider the Obscene Publications Bill in 1956, and, of course, in 1958 yet 
another Select Committee on Procedure-all these in addition to those so-
called Select Committees, mentioned above, which are now really standing 
c ittees. -

Unfortunate Decline 
It has been calculated that in the latter half of the nineteenth century 

there were-on a rough average-something like 35 Select Committees sit-
ting each session, on which about 250 members a session would serve, and 
of which about three-fifths sat to consider matters of general public interest. 
But a similar count from 1945-56 shows an average of only 17 Select 
Co.-!-unittees a year, involving about 160 Member a session, and of which 
only six, or seven at the best, could be said to have been of public interest 
and not simply concerned with the domestic affairs of the House. There 
can be little doubt that this decline is unfortunate, a symptom not of any 
real threat to the Executive, but of the Mini terial willingness to be advised 
on policy by Whitehall a hundred times more gladly than by the House. 
Many Departmental Committees inevitably usurp a function which is more 
properly that of the Executive, or, if the Executive is in doubt, open-minded 
or even anxious to avoid responsibility, the House. Better by far for a 
Government Department to produce evidence for a Select Committee--
which then appears, argument and all, in the Minutes of Evidence of that 
Committee-rather than for Parliamentary control of the Executive-and 
Parliament's ability to make up its own mind-to continue to decline . 

Thus, to summarise, there can be little doubt that the present committee 
system of the House i a ramshackle compound of conflicting elements. In 

r 
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a purely procedural sense, the difficulty is that the desire of M.P.s to keep 
all matters of apparent importance on the floor of the House conflicts with 
their desire or need to have more time on the floor to discuss really 
important general issues. And in a more political sense, the difficulty is 
that the party leaders have not caught up with the fact of how much already 
the House has been forced to specialise in committee work; and neither 
M.P.s nor public are fully aware of how much more important and effective, 
on a vast range of matters, committees prove than the floor. There is need 
quite simply to stop thinking of the ' essential' Parliament as just the Floor, 
but rather as a dynamic relationship between the general-Floor and the 
specific-Committees-committees which nevertheless have to report to the 
whole House and whose reports have to be acceptable to the whole House. 
The theory of Parliamentary procedure is still anti-specialist; the practice 
of the House is becoming more and more specialist ; there is need for the 
theory to catch up with the practice and then to go beyond the existing 
practice, both to extend and simplify the present un-~ystem of committees, 
to systematise them and to give them greater facilities. 

PARTY COMMITTEES 
~ The House has something to learn from the maligned parties which 

compose it in the matter of intelligent organisation. Public interest in the 
affairs of the two Parliamentary parties is all too much absorbed in the issue 
of 'PWY discipline'. This, as such, is not directly relevant to the concern 
of this tract, though three points deserve to be made in passing. Firstly, 

~ / both the Bevanist rebellions in the Labour Party of 1952-55 and the Suez 
rebels in the Conservative Party in 1956 demonstrate that 'if a minority 
group is sufficiently large and determined, sanctions for indiscipline become 
ineffective '.1 Secondly, critics of party discipline often ignore the fact that 
the problem of the rebel and the leader is, to put it mildly, an endemic one 
in any kind of large organisation or association. And thirdly, it is not ·J commonly appreciated how elaborate is the organisation of the two Parlia-
mentary parties. et 

Much of an M.P.'s time is spent in unofficial party groups and com-
mittees. And there is no nonsense about the e groups not being specialised. 
Let us look first at the C~eryati-ve ~arty or~nisation. A nservative 
M.,..P...& who receive the Whip can meet weekly a t~nservative· and 
U · rivate Members Committee (the so-called '1922 Comrm tee'). 

t s o n 1 · ) to discuss hich they are 
responsible an t e are not ehgible or electio cut.ULe....committee 
o~. A senior whip always attends ; resolutions are not moved, 
nor are votes taken, but the ' sense of the meeting ' u ually emerges and 

\1 is reported back by the Whip to the Conservative leader . The 1922 Com-

1 Peter G. Richards in his Honourable Members, op. cit., p. 150; his whole 
chapter on 'Party Discipline ' is extremely sensible. See also 'The Labour 
Rebels: An Analysis of Divisions' by W. L. Guttsman in the Guardian, 14th 
April, 1955. 
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mittee does not challenge the right of their party leader alone to determine 
policy, but it is a most effective sounding-board as to whether he is likely 
to be followed if he leads, or does not lead, in a particular direction. But 
subsidiary to this Grand Committee of the Conservative Party, there are 
other committees. Their structure is flexible, they come and go-particu-
larly the sub-committees-as problems rise and fall; their membership is 
open to any Conservative M.P. who cares to attend. It is worth listing 
those in existence in the session 1956-57: 

Defence 
Sub-Committees: Navy 

Trade and Industry 

Army 
Air 

Sub-Committee: Films 
Foreign Affairs 
Finance 
Commonwealth Affairs 

Sub-Committees: East and Central Africa 
West .Africa 
Far East 
Mediterranean and Pacific 
Commonwealth Relations 
West Indies 
Commonwealth Development 

Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
Sub-Committees: Horticulture 

Fisheries 
Labour 
Horne Office Affairs 
Health and Social Security 
Housing, Local Government and Works 

Sub-Committee: New Towns 
Education 
Tran<>port 

Sub-Committees: Shipping 
Canals 

Power 
Sub-Committee: Oil 

Atomic Energy 
Civil Aviation 
Arts and Amenities 
Broadcasting and Communications 
Scottish Unionist Members 
Ulster Unionist Party -
Liberal Unionist Group 
Lancashire Members 
Merseyside Members 
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These committees can raise issues before the 1922 Committee, though, as 
already noted, there will be" no vote. Conservative Ministers on the whole 
appear to view these committees as useful Qlaces to explain departmental 
policy and to gain support for such o 1cies, rather than annoying sources 
oT inter-party opposition.1 

Labour Party Organisation 
The Parliamentary Labour Party has a more formal organisation. When 

the party is in opposition its leader is elected; he is then chairman of the J Parliamentary Committee of the party, a committee of 18 which is itself 
elected. At a full party meeting, then, the party leaders, unlike in the 1922 
Committee, sit facing their followers and formal resolutions are considered 
which are often put to the vote and are then held to express the policy 
of the Parliamentary Committee. However, it is hard in the extreme to 
say whether the Backbencher has more influence over his chiefs amid the 
informality of the open-eared Conservative oligarchy or amid the demo-
cratically voting, but hence more deliberately managed and fiercely con-
tested, Labour meetings. The Conservative Party wash their linen behind 
closed doors, the Labour Party virtually in the streets. The public has 
the advantage of usually knowing what is going on in the Labour Party-
the voting and thus the rancour in party meetings is almost impossible to 
keep from the press; but the Conservatives have the disadvantage that in 
their conciliatory-informal style of politics the best way to hide differences 
is often an agreement to let the whole thing drop. If the Parliamentary 
Labour Party seems adept at rocking its own boat, the Conservatives, when 
faced with disagreements about where they are going, are apt to agree just 
to drift with the tide. 

The Labour Subject Groups also have a more official flavour: when 
Labour is in opposition the 'Shadow Cabinet' spokesman for a particular . · 
topic presides over the group. In the session 1956-57 they were: 

' 

Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
Arts and Amenities 
Atomic Energy 
Commonwealth and Colonies 
Defence and Services 
Economic 
Education 
Foreign Affairs 
Fuel and Power 
Health Services 
Home Office 
Housing and Local Government 
Legal and Judicial 

1 See Peter G. Richards, op. cit. pp. 95-106. 
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Social Insurance 
Statutory Instruments 
Transport and Civil Aviation 
Public Information 
FilfYlS 

23 

Trade Union M.P.s also meet together regularly, as do the Co-operative 
M.P.s. In addition, the Parliamentary Labour Party has the habit of form-
ing special working parties to consider each major item of legislation-
these can be important bodies. And there are also ten Area Groups, but 
they are relatively unimportant, fulfilling no real function which is not 
better served by the Subject Groups, except perhaps the Welsh and Scottish 
groups. These area groups were an attempt to mitigate what was felt at 
one time to be the extremism of some of the specialist groups. But within 
a party, if there are to be ub-groups at all, the logic of specialism is hard 
to avoid; and, though a group may come to a meeting of the Parliamentary 
Labour Party with resolutions, it is for the Parliamentary Party as a whole-
to accept these resolutions or not- just as it is for the House of Commons 
itself to take action or not on the reportof a Select Committee or on the 
proposed amendments to a Bill by a Standing Committee. The leadership 
of neither party allows itself to be dominated by their specialised com-
mittees, but their existence does help issues to be presented in an informed 
and well-considered manner. 

Thus there is good· ground for saying that the parties organise them-
selves to discuss the business of Parliament far more sensibly than does the 
House of Commo~itself ; and if the _parties are not dominated, but only 
advised and thus indirectly controlled by their committees, there seems 
little reason to think that the House could be dominated by its committees 
if they grew more openly and rationally specialised, indeed less reason 
when all the massive bonds of party unity in face of opponents are con-
sidered. 

··. 5 
\- . .... ; . Putting Their House • tn Order 

J.UST as there is a public mo~d of fr~stration with Pa.rliament, so ~here is 
; at least ' a sense of frustratiOn which has on occaswns been vmced by 

·Members of all sides of the House '.1 The Debate of 31st January, 1958,2 

on the 'Procedure of Parliament' was an interesting outburst and one to 
which the Government felt it wise to g~ve way-at least as far as creating 
another Select Committee on Procedu'rt?. 'to consider the Procedure in the 
Public Business of the House; and to report what alterations, if any, are 
desirable for the more efficient dispatch 

1
0f such business'. The 'frustration' 

to which the Report itself referred and which M.P.s exhibited in the debate 
was to most Members quite simply a question of not being able to speak 

1 Report from the Select Committee on Procedure, 1959, xxviii. 
2 See Hansard and above, p. 6. 
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~ 
enough on the floor of the House and of a lack of time for debates of 

/ major consequence. The issue of reforming and specialising the committee 
t.--· /. system of the House in relation to the power of the Executive certainly was . 

. 
1 raised, but only cautiously, very obliquely. 

The Report made by the Select Committee is, at first glance, somewhat 
free from matters of general public interest. In the nature of procedural 
matters, of course, much of such a Report must inevitably be confined to 
matters of detail important only to the convenience of the House itself. But 
not the smallest part of the Report's proposals comes to grips with the real 
problem of the rapidly diminishing effectiveness of Parliamentary control 
of the Executive. Indeed, in several sections it sets itself against any altering . 
of the ' balance ' between the Executive and the House-with that sublime 
assurance, already noted, that the House, by the Laws of God and Nature, 
rides a nag which is always a fixed and dutiful distance behind the great 
State-coach of the Cabinet. Only among a minority of the committee, 
mostly on the Labour side, was there any recognition that the Ministry is 
drawing farther and farther away from the House. The idea of a Standing 
Committee on Colonial affairs was called ' a radical constitutional innova-
tion '-a palpable exaggeration considering the recent creation of the Select 
Committee on Nationalised Industries, but enough to damn it. · 

Piecemeal Recommendations 
The committee, in other words, while doing some quite useful pruning 

and clearing, completely lost the wood for the trees. As on such exercises 
before, it was actually the Clerks of the House who put forward the most 
radical and comprehensive proposals for reform. Was Sir Edward Fellowes~ 
Clerk of the House of Commons, teasing or trying to frighten the committee 
when he said, in the discussion of a long memoranda on reform which he 
submitted: ' ulti~qtely the only solution for the amount of legislation and 
the complexity of legislation in modern times is a vastly extended power of 
delegation ... ' ? But he went on to remark that so little would the House 
of Commons be prepared to accept such a scheme, that he had not bothered 
to put it forward. It is surprising that none on the committee then argued 
that it was, indeed, time to face this alternative, but that it need hold no 
fears so long as Parliamentary examination and scrutiny of delegated legisla-
tion was greatly improved: the Committee on Statutory Instruments, it co~ld 
be argued, only needs a professional staff to make it as effective an instru-
ment of control as is the Committee on Public Accounts. 

However, the committee made 37 piecemeal recommendations, a few 
of which may have some general interest. 

Paragraph 8 of the report made proposals for alterations in the com-
position and procedure of Standing Committees: the distinction between 
the nucleus of a Standing Committee and the additional members for each 
Bill should be ended-membership should be composed in respect of each 
individual Bill ; and there were proposals to ease the difficulties of keeping 
a quorum in committee. The main proposals here would, of course, tend 
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to create a type of committee composed more of specialists, but would 
prevent Members grouping together in specialised committees over a whole 
session: specialism may be tolerable to the House provided that the 
specialists are constantly reshuffled . 

... Paragraph 9 suggested that as an experiment parts of the committee 
stage of the Finance Bill should be considered upstairs, thus breaking the-
to some-sacred tradition of the whole House granting supply. 

Paragraph 20 suggested that drafting assistance should be made avail-
able to Members, both for Private Bills and for amendments to Public 
Bills (but this simple reform was the furthest the Report went towards 
asking for more e~pert staff for either Members or committees). 

Paragraph 25 expressed the pious hope that preference be given to 
general debates in the use of time saved by the proposed procedural reforms 
(although the discussion in the Proceedings of the committee showed almost 
unanimous agreement that the Government would bag any time thus saved 
for their own business- yet this still did not turn the committee, as will 
be seen, in favour of morning sessions or a radical increase in the use of 
committees upstairs). 

Paragraph 27 made the sensible suggestion tha! in major debates an 
hour be reserved for five-minute ~peeches. 

Paragraph 31 proposed that incidental reference to the need for legisla-
tive action be permitted on motions for the adjournment- an odd procedural 
restriction of great historical but no other relevance. 

Among other proposals were for the form of the Order Paper to be 
revised and made comprehensible; for Privy Councillors to lose their auto-
matic priority over ordinary Members in Debate ; for the Business of the 
House to be announced longer in advance ; for Question Time to be tidied 
up in several small and sensible ways ; and for Members to be allowed to 
discuss the policy underlying the main Estimate in a debate on the granting 
of Supplementary Estimates. 

But the most interesting section of the Report is that of which the 
summary began: 'We have also examined the following matters but 
recommend no alteration in the present procedure and practice.' Four of 
these matters are worth keeping alive.1 Firstly, the Report rejected the 
proposal that pressure on the Floor of the House would be relieved if 
the Report Stage .of less~ important or less (controversial bills was .taken in 
Standing Committee. This was proposed by the present Clerk of the House, 
as it had been by his predecessor, Sir Gilbert Campion, before the Select 

1 The Report also reiected oroposals for ' mechanical voting ' rather than 
the present system of divisions. - Since this proposal gained much publicity and 
since it appeared almost as a symbol of tradition versus e:flkiency, it is only fair 
to say that the S~lect Committee found that only two or three minutes a division 
could possibly be saved by 'press button' voting. Divisions are time-consuming 
because Members have to go to the Lobby, ndt: because the telling takes long. 
Mechanical voting is only practicable where Representatives each have a desk 
on the Floor. 
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Committee on Procedure of 1945-46.1 The Committee agreed that the 
relief afforded would be ' self -evident ', but argued that the effect would 
be 'improper, since it would involve a departure from the principle that 
the whole House assumes responsibility for the details of legislation.' This 
kind of invocation of ' principle ' is a remarkably fine example of an 
allegedly empirical conservatism turned static and doctrinaire. The Com-
mittee genuinely wanted to save time on the Floor for more general debates 
by rescuing the House from detail, and yet it invoked a ' principle ' which 
has already become so shot-through with exceptions (the whole field of 
delegated legislation, for instance, not to mention Scottish Bills) that it is 
not even an adequate description of present practice, much less a rule to 
be blindly followed. It is hard to see how the House would lose its 
responsibility for the detail of legislation when the hurdle of the Third 
Reading still lies ahead ; it would be perfectly possible, without detailed 
amendments necessarily being offered on the Third Reading, for a Bill to 
be sent back to Committee for further amendation without defeating it as 
a whole. 

No Morning Sittings 
Secondly, the Report advised against morning sittings, although it noted 

with considerable emphasis a difference of opinion between those who 
thought that Membership of the House should demand 'full-time service' 
and those who thought that the House ' would be better served by retaining 
a number within her ranks who bring to her deliberations the benefit of 
their knowledge and experience derived ·from other fields during such hours 
of the day as their attendance can be spared from the precincts of West-
minster.' But the last phrase is really a little too ingenuous: there is in 
fact no question of deciding whether Members can be spared ; there is 
simply the massive desire of a majority on the Conservative benches to treat 
the House _ as a strictly part-time form of activity, and of many on the 
Labour benches to do so out of financial need. One sympathises with this 
strange ' can be spared ' formulation of the Committee: a franker statement 
would bring regrettable public scorn upon the House. No one really believes 
that the ·' knowledge and experience' of making money in the morning is 
of direct relevance to the work of the House in the afternoon or evening ; 
but everyone knows that at present salary scales Parliament would lose 
valuable Members if attendance in the mornings ever became obligatory-
and it would also lose some others. 

1 Sir Gilbert had suggested that the Hous~ should have two large Standing 
Committees of 75-100 Members each- plus the Scottish Standing Committee. 
Each of these would have three sub-committees of about 25 Members. These 
sub-committees would consider what is at present the Committee Stage of all 
legislation and then ' report ' not to the Floor of the whole House, but to their 
parent committee. See the Third Report of the Select Committee on Parlia-
mentary Procedure, 1945-46. The Committee rejected this as 'a drastic interfer-
ence with the ri ghts of Private Members '- a sadly automatic response: such a 
scheme might affect the abstract rights of Private Members , but it would c~rtainly 
strengthen their collective power. 
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Certainly it is of the utmost importance that Parliament should, in a 
rough way, be socially and professionally representative as well as elector-
ally. But two things should be clearly borne in mind: firstly, that the 
avoidance of business in the mornings allows lawyers and company directors 
to be greatly over-represented; and secondly, these same people could 
equally well serve full-time in the House just for a Parliament. The present 
distinction between full-time and part-time Members could to great advan-
tage give way to the more natural distinction between Members with 
Ministerial aspiration, who would seek to remain in Parliament after each 
General Election, and men from the professions, from business and from 
the unions who would enter Parliament for a limited time and then return 
to their colleagues. If this seems fanciful, it is at least an answer to the 
'outside experience' objection, and it would also improve the quality and 
enthusiasm of backbench participation. Better that some men should be 
clearly professionals and that others should be clearly temporary, though 
for a period full-time representatives, of their constituencies and local 
parties, than that the present huge twilight majority of half-time Members 
should continue to leave the present work of committees to a mere, over-
worked and conscientious two hundred. 

There was a vigorous move in the Committee in favour of morning 
sessions. Mr. Wedgwood Benn moved an amendment to the Report, which 
was rejected by 9 to 6, in favour of morning sessions so as to 'create time 
for debates which might otherwise never take place because of the pressure 
of business '. He had in mind debates on matters of current interest while 
they were still topical ; on matters of specialised interest which tend to get 
eliminated from the time-table of the House; on Colonial affairs-for many 
of the smaller colonies are scarcely ever discussed in Parliament, until 
there is trouble ; and for debates on the Reports of Royal Commissions 
and Select Committees. None of these matters would be legislative; all 
are things that peculiarly interest the private Member. Such debates 
would not call. for the presence of the Minister himself, only of a junior 
Minister. ' The strongest case for this innovation', argued the amend-
ment, 'lies in the fact that it stakes a claim for the private Member at 
a time of day and under conditions which make it very unlikely that any 
Government would want to steal it for its own business '. 

Undoubtedly such a proposal would provide criticism and scrutiny 
of many neglected aspects of Government policy and areas of public 
concern, without in any way imperilling the Government's control of 
Parliament. The only doubt about such a proposal is that it smacks a 
little too much of debate for the ake of debate: one is a little sceptical 
as to whether more word would lead to the multiplication of wisdom. 
What is needed, surely, is not simply more time on the Floor, but more 
preparation behind what is then said on the Floor. If there are to be 
morning sessions (even with no compulsion on the majority of Members 
to turn up at all), they would seem the ideal time for the work of a 
reformed committee system. 
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It might be asked why no one simply proposed that the House begin 
its present business at 10 or 11 o'clock instead of 3 o'clock, simply s9 
that the inconvenient night sittings could be cut out. But here the Com-
mittee is to be supported: full morning sessions for legislative business 
would place an intolerable strain upon the Ministers. The British system, 
after all, of having Ministers in the House is vastly to be preferred to the 
American separation of the Executive from the Legislature ; but it does 
mean that men cannot be in two places at once ; the Ministers must have 
the mornings for their Departments. 

Rejected Proposals 

The Report's third important 'non-proposal' was the despairing: 'We 
have reviewed alternative methods suggested for providing a closer and 
more detailed examination of the Estimates, but have concluded that none 
of these methods is likely to prove more satisfactory than the present 
arrangements'. The Committee recognised that the Committee of the 
Whole House 'is no longer capable of conducting a more detailed ~xamina
tion ', and that the ' Select Committee on Estimates can admittedly do little 
more than select certain votes from time to time for close scrutiny ' ; but 
it rejected the proposal of the Clerk of the House that particular sections 
of the Estimates, certainly the Defence Estimates, .should be sent to ad hoc 
small, and presumably somewhat specialised, committees for examination 
by a fixed date. But this raises the general issue which will be discussed 
in the last section. 

And the fourth important non-proposal-the rejection of a Colonial 
Affairs committee-leads us directly to what is surely the absolute heart 
of the ·matter of how to make Parliament more effective. 

However, it should be noted that the Select Committee, for all their 
cautious modesty, might well have saved their breath to cool their porridge. 
The Report was debated on 13th July, 1959, Mr. R. A. Butler speaking 
for the Government in a speech of bewitching evasiveness. The furthest 
he would go was in regard to the recommendation that part of the Finance 
Bill might go upstairs in Committee: 'all we have said is that there might 
be an experiment in that direction '. And he thought the proposal for an 
hour of five-minute speeches in major debates 'a good idea'. He did 
deliver himself strongly against the idea of a standing Colonial Affairs 
Committee- and had to be reminded that this proposal had not been 
accepted by the Select Committee. He also poured cold water on ' men 
of genius' who contemplate changing the 'antiquated procedure': 'the 
answer may well lie in the mouth of the younger Pitt, who said that he 
could not have run the House of Commons at all had not all his supporters, 
the country squires, been extremely stupid'. Mr. Butler is, indeed, a deep 
man- but that is another question. 
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6. The Case for 'Specialism' 
I F Parliament is to ma_ke itself more effective at all, it must reform its J ' 

; committee system. This means at the very least that far more of its 
business must be conducted in committee-both in order to give adequate Y 
scrutiny of matters of detail of Government policy and to give more time 
for debate on the floor of the House of great matters of public concern. 
The distinction between detail and general policy does not lead in contrary 
directions so long as there is a sensible distinction between committee- 1.. 
work and general debate·: at the moment there is not. Clearly ' Committee 
of the Whole ' is now a quite indefensible procedure (though there is a 
traditional pleasure in such a puzzling phrase), and the taking of the 
detailed Report stage on the floor of the House is, in the case of most 
Bills, at least very hard to defend. Clearly any extension of the committee 
system will involve a greater specialisation · of that system .... 

Both sides in the procedural debate agreed that doing business by 
committee and the developing of specialisms become quite inseparable 
principles once an organisation gets past the point where even its active 
Members cannot grasp the intricacies of much of the business before it. 
This is why many Ministers and other M.P.s prefer to jog uncomfortably 
along with the present procedural arrangements rather than strengthen, 
by any reform of committees whatever, tendencies towards specialisation 
among Private Members: they quite rightly see the one as the thin edge 
of the wedge towards the other. But the question is really- as the meta-
phoricians of Conservatism usually forget-how far should the wedge be 
driven, not whether it should not (when-it palpably does) exist at all. Even 
those who do not wish to drive this wedge too far have felt that there are 

. two areas of Government policy in which, because of their extent and 
diversity, Parliamentary discussion has been singularly inadequate and L 
confused and in which Governmental explanation has been singularly in- l 
effable: firstly, defence ~imates and policy; secondly, colonial affairs. 
They are both obvious cases-. like the administration of the Nationalised 
lndustries-where discussions by a standing committee, either in the form 
of debates or hearings, would be greatly to the public interest. 

THE MINIMUM NEED 
The .case for a coloni ommitte.e was put before the Select Committee 

by Sir Edward Felfowes /in discussion of his evidence and more fully in 
the wording of a proposed paragraph for the Report moved by Mr. Hale, 
Labour Member for OJtlham West. Briefly, Mr. Hale suggested that there 
should be a Colonial Standing Committee of between 32 and 40 Members 
established in proportion to party strength in the House. It should meet 
for a morning session at least once a fortnight ; subjects for discussion 
should be chosen by mutual agreement between members of the committee, 

nd there should be no motions or voting on any other but procedural 
atters. One Minister of the Crown responsible for Colonial matters 
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should be a member of the committee and any Minister should be entitled 
to attend. 'We believe', said Mr. Hale's motion., 'that this proposal would 
provide an effective means of calling attention to the necessity for redress. 
of grievances in the colonies in advance of an emergency '-a grim but 
true implication about the normal occasions for Parliamentary debate.1 

I This was the sole claim for a specialised committee put before the Select 
1 Committee and it was a minimum claim even of its kind: it did not propose 
to give such a committee power to send for ' persons and papers ' ; it did 

. {)not suggest that the committee should make formal reports to the House, 
/ nor yet publish reports or proceedings. It seemed, in some ways, a slightly 

regressive proposal, in that it might create the impression that even reform-
, ing M.P.s are- once again-obsess~d with 'the vir tues of mere debate, as 

·. distinct from the need for more premeditation, inquiry and preparation. 
("J3ut, nevertheless, the proposal was rejected- as threatening the powers of 
\ the Executive- on a vote of eight to six, splitting the committee exactly on 

party lines (the Liberal Member, Mr. Clement Davies, was absent). 
Thus even a weak specialised standing committee, on a topic which 

it defies credulity to believe that Parliament discusses adequately, was. 
rejected, albeit on party lines. However, there is more cross-bench sentiment 
in support than the Conservative vote in the Select Committee's proceedings. 
betrays-it was not a tactful moment for a Conservative to suggest the need 
for a better scrutiny of colonial affairs. But the case for such a committee-
and for one to debate Defence estimates adequately- remains the minimum 
and urgent ground for reform of the Parliamentary committee system. And 
if two such committees were created forthwith, they would give the House 
some evidence on whether to go further by way of reform or not. 

Consistent Development 
More long-run proposals for reform would, of course, have to emerge 

in some manner out of tendencies in the existing procedure. It is extremely 
unlikely that sudden new schemes would be accepted. But the present 
argument is not that such tendencies do not exist, they are arising almost 
inevitably, but rather that M.P.s are being singularly slow to recognise them. 
Reforms should be seen as growing out of. the specialised but unofficial 
inter-party committees and out of the recent check in the decline of Select ' 
Committees as seen in the reports of the Select Committee on Nationalised 
Industries. 

It is for .nobody but M.P.s themselves to work out or evolve a detailed 
scheme- even though it is overdue for the informed public outside Parlia-

. ,;nent to insist that M.P.s make themselves more effective. But a more 
v specialised committee system is likely to emerge in one of two different ways. 

Firstly, the existing Standing Committees which consider the Committee 
Stage of legislation could become specialised and then be given powers at 

1 It is, after all, a curious tribute to the Mother of Parliaments that the 

/
only sure way her un-Parliamented children can get her to discuss their affairs 
is, broadly speaking, by riot or rebellion. 
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least to debate and discuss, if not to report upon, the whole subject area of 
the type of legislation which is sent to them. Or, secondly, Standing Com-
mittees could remain unspecialised, or even if specialised, yet remain limited 
·strictly to the scrutiny and amendment of legislation put before them, but 
alongside them could grow up a comprehensive pattern of ' standing ' Select 
Committees covering all areas of Government policy, debating and making 
occasional reports. Either system would be better than the present. And 
neither heed scare any government in particular or the friends of good 
strong government-by our chaps-in general. Suppose there was a Stand-
ing Committee on the Colonies; suppose it was free to debate what it chose; 
it would still need to approach the whole House before embarking on 
collecting evidence for a Report-unless it were given an annual appropria-
tion, which is very unlikely. (At the beginning of every Report from a 
Select Committee the cost is stated of printing and publishing and prepar-
ing the shorthand Minutes of Evidence-some £1,052 5s. 6d. for the one 
under discussion.) And the great power to ' send for persons and papers ' 
is not one that the House is ever likely to delegate wholesale, though there 
would be no harm in an official specialised committee being allowed to 
table a motion asking for such powers for such and such a specific purpose. 

Organisation and Procedur.g 
( 

Any debate or discussion in specialised standing committees would 
almost inevitably seek to fpllow as far as possible the experience of the ) 
Conservative ' 1922 Committee' rather than that of the Parliamentary 
Labour Party, and avoid motions and votes. The sense of the meeting 
and the published debate in the 'Committee' Hansard would speak for 
themselves. And if the new specialised committees die the work of the 
present Standing Committees, the Government-through the Committee of 

· Selection-would and should retain the power to add additional Members 
to a Committee to ensure that Government legislation is passed if their 
existing majority on any such committee grew-as some profess to fear 
would happen-threatened by crossbenching follies. 

Would not ~he public interest in the effective criticism of the Executive 
be greatly served 'by such a system? · Would not the role of the House as 
a training ground for Ministerial talent be strengthened also? And would 
not the floor of the House be greatly relieved if at least the Committee 
Stage of all Bills was sent to one or other of these committees (and possibly, 
in time, the Report Stage) which would meet in the mornings? -And if 
these committees could also consider estimat.es__fru:._.pa.Hioular D-ep - ments 
or ~~epartments, there wou~d be a solution to what is admitted on 
all side~ to ,be the inadequate scrutiny of estimates by the quite over-
whelmed and under-equipped Select Committee on Estimates.- And if either 
the Library of the Ho~se <n theroflfce of the Clerk was greatly expanded 
in personnel and facilities, so that committees could have-on affirmative 
vote of the House-clerks or research assistants seconded to them, one 
could then say that the Mother of Parliaments would at last have an 
organisation. reasonably adjusted to the complexity of modern administra-
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tive life and which would have evolved from one of the most effective: 
yet neglected, institutions within her-the committees of the two Parties. 
Such reformed committees, less cumbersome than Royal Commissions, less 
' interested ' than inter-Departmental committees, could throw light on many · 
dark or obscure corners of modern administration-as did the best of the 
old Select Committees. 

But before suggesting the basis for the precise specialisms and offering 
a specific outline for functions and powers, it would be best to consider 
certain objections to the whole principle. 

THE CASE AGAINST 
The case for suppressing these tendencies towards more committee work 

and more specialisation is based either on an outright desire to allow the 
Executive to continue to find it progressively easier to put through its. 
business in the House-suffering random David sling-shots in Question Time~ 
but rarely facing sustained and well-informed scrutiny-or else is based on 
a vast misunderstanding. 

The majority in the recent Select Committee on Procedure rejected, as 
we have seen, even the modest proposal simply for a Colonial Committee 
as being 'a radical constitutional innovation '-like, presumably, the Select 
Committee on Nationalised Industries. Paragraph 47 of the official Report 
says in part : 

' ... there is little doubt that the activities of such a committee would 
ultimately be aimed at controlling rather tb.all-eritieising the policy and the 
a·ctions of the departmefi'f concerned. . . . Althm.igh the House has always 
maintained the right to criticise the executive . . ., it has always been 
careful not to arrogate itself any of tpe executive power. The establishment 
of a colonial committee ~would not only invade this principle, but would 
also lead to the. establishment of other similar committees.' 

.. /.The essence of this objection is simply a misunderstanding of the distinction 
v between ' criticism ' and ' control '. Obviously there is a sense in which all 

criticism is and should be a form of control. Presumably there are no 
real grounds on which a Government of a free people should be worried 
about any potentiality of criticism among its Parliamentary opponents-
even among its followers ; what worries it is not criticism as such but 
criticism so protracted through time as to be obstruction. But this is a 
matter of procedure on which no one-certainly not the present writer-
is suggesting that the clock be turned back to Parliament before Parnell. 
By guillotine and closure a Government, governing as a Government has 
to govern, pushes its business through. In such a circumstance, when actual 
delay can be used but little by an opposition, it in fact becomes more and 
more important that the criticism there is should be more concentrated acd 
more informed. Such criticism is, of course, control- in the ultimate sense 
that it may reach and affect public opinion and affect the government 
electorally. But the only valid sense of 'control' which would go beyond 
' m·ere ' criticism is one in which Parliamentary votes would go against the 
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Go ernment, either on the Floor or in Committee. In the only sense of 
control that can be a decisive objection to specialised. committees, 'control' 
must mean an increased likelihood of the Govermnent being overthrown 
on the Floor of the Houset or continuously obstructed by defeats in Com-
mittee. 

Party Control 
But what is there in a specialised committee system as such that would 

threaten the basis of control possessed by any government with a workin~ 
majority? Foe that ~~ntrol depends not upon the committee ystem of the 
House but upon thjf historical fact-"that the power of dissolution pas made 
the Prime Ministe\ also the unquestioned leader of his party, the majority 
party. He and his· cabinet control Parliament ultimately because no one. 
stands much chance of being elected to the House without the help of a 
party. And disciplined parties exist not because the House is split down 
the middle by an aisle (as if they would cease to exist if it sat in a semi-
circle), but because England is split down the middle. If one-half of England 
ever comes to feel that it does not need protecting against the other half, 
then it may begin electing men for the smile on their face or the intelligence 
in their test and not for their certified likeliness to vote the same way as 
large 'numbers of other men. But until that time a Government with. . ay... 
reasonable majority will control the House in the only sense of the woya 
that i a real objection to any committee system whatever. 

It will naturally give itself a working majority on every committe 
and the wrath of the party will be a great and as effective a at present 
against any Member who treats his party as Burke, the great apo tie of 
party, claimed to treat hi con tituents. A pecialised committee y tern 
may complicate the life of the Whips and force them to extend their sphere 
of operations in, after all, what is their most frequent and important ta k-
~1ot coercing stubborn rebels, but informing willing colleag\}es what is in 
fact the i sue and the party line on a particular vote ; 1 yet such a system 
cannot de troy the ba is of their power: the very fact of party it elf . 

It is really very odd that tho e wh accu e the prop nents of a 
speciali ed committee sy tern of ' not undvrstanding our sy tern' them elves 
eem to have only the groggiest n tion of foreign y tern . When Mr. R . A. 

Butler replied to the Debate of 31 t January, 195 which led to the e tab-
lishment of the committee, he warned- not once but everal time - again t 
the dangers to our fine old con titu tion of a committee y tern 'a [' ameri-
caine '-as if to put it in rench would remove any lingering d ubt am ng 
his followers that America is foreign. But no one had u ed uch an argu-
ment in relation to executive powers, though everal member had ca t 
enviou words at the secretarial facilitie of merican ngressmen, and 

r. . Cro man and- then- Mr. obert thby had aid that all 
was not rotten in the purely investigatory work of orne great ongre ional 

1 n M.P. walks into a room or refocuse his attention and bear ' a chairman 
.aying: ' c question I have t put is that the words propo ed to be left out 
:tand part of the que ion,' etc. 
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nmittees. Mr. Butler reverted to this theme again in his appearance 
)re the Select Committee: ' it might well be that such a specialist 
tmittee would confound the French and American systems and imagine 
Lad a direct say in the administration of colonial affairs'. And Mr. 
·bert Morrison had earlier warned the committee against ' importing into 
Parliamentary system something like that which the United States and 
French have'. But these warnings are strange, somewhat ignorant and 
.ainly unnecessary. For it is not the case that the American committee 
.em led to the separation of the Executive from the Legislature and 
~efore to periods of Congressional rule, but rather that the original 
~ Constitutional separation of powers led the American Congress to 
elop specialised and legislating committees. The systems are so radically 
erent that there can be no question of ' importing ' anything, except a 
1ious analogy against the internal reform of our own for reasons of our 
~· 
A more cogent argument was Mr. Herbert Morrison's fear that a 

)nial committee, for example, would throw an almost impossible burden 
the Minister. This is indeed something to be guarded against. The 

)OUr Party, in particular, is not likely to forget the sheer physical 
.austion of many of its leaders towards the end of Lo.rd Attlee's second 
aistry. But three things should be said. Firstly, for a non-voting 
nmittee there would only be political need .for a junior Minister to 
md-again by analogy to the 1922 Committee, and then not always he. 
ondly, if the Minister himself did on occasion think it necessary to 
md, it might stimulate thought about how to rescue himself from too 
ch time-consuming detail within his own Ministry-something in which 
re is great variation of practice and room for experiment. And thirdly, 

Ministerial attitude of automatic resistance to such committees might 
any case be unnecessary. L. S. Amery, speaking from his own experi-. ~ 

te of office, actually thought that such committees would have been 
pful to him as a Minister.1 A committee, controlled by party senti-
nt, can be a sounding-board and a testing-ground for Ministerial 
jects; and it could be a valuable help to the Minister in his own problem 
n itself almost as great as those we have been discussing-of keeping 
Ltrol o( his own Department. 

justified Fears 
Thus the general fear that any strengthening of the critical capacity 

the House against the Executive would necessarily weaken our· system 
Cabinet Government is quite absurd. None of the fundamental controls 
·which tlie leader of an elected majority maintains his party's power 
in question. It was true, is true and for ever shall be hat the British 

binet system is, in the words of the American, A. L. Lowell, simply 
autocracy operating under constant criticism and with the need for 

1 See Hansard Society, Parliamentary Reform, p. 65, and L. S. Amery, 
"Jughts on the Constitution (Oxford University Press, 1947), pp. 53-54 . . . 
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periodic re-election. But what has happened is that the complexity of 
modern legislation and administration has made the civil service, with its 
sources ·of specialist information, and its elaborate inter-departmental 
committee ystems, far too much the exclusive source of information both 
for policy making and for the evaluation of policy. The Opposition 
Members, or even the Government Backbenchers, have retained formal rights 
and occasions of criticism, but . they will continue to lack the ability to 
make really informed criticism unless they can speciali e or employ 
specialists of their own. If the cry is raised that there would be a danger 
of creating a 'counter-bureaucracy', one might ask just what is thought 
to be dangerous in that. On the contrary, it is one of the pressing needs 
of our time that the M.P. should not have to depend entirely upon the 
Government bureaucracy for the knowledge on which he will wi h to 
evaluate their policies. So much of what he needs to know could, indeed, 
be readily found out for him, either as an individual or as the member of 
a committee, if he had acce s to proper as istance, which in turn would 
give him the vision of some leisure, some time for thought beyond the 
pressing business ·of the day-leisure which would be entirely in the public 
intere t. 

Ministerial fear of having a speciali t committee trying to run or ruin 
their Ministry for them is equaily unreal, for the party whips · would still 
have the same influence over Members as before. Indeed, these committees 
could be of the utmost use to many Ministers, if once it were grasped that 
the problem of Parliamentary control of the Executive is inseparably linked 
to the Minister's own problem of how to control his own Ministry. 

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 
So far we have talked of 'specialism' with a questionable vaguene s. 

What specialisms are needed? The Hansard Society's Parliamentary 
Reform devotes some 22 pages mainly to an account of various pa~t 
proposals, some taking no more than three or four very broad areas-as 
was contemplated in Gladstone's original scheme for Standing Committees, 
some assuming that there would be a helpful watch-dog committee to 
every Department of State. Opponents of reform can take some comfort 
from the confused variety of schemes so described. But there is a very 
obvious road to be taken on the basis of considerable Parliamentary experi-
ence-a level of experience which was outside the terms of reference of 
the recent Select Committee, although one which it is almost fantastic 
that they were able to ignore completely: the special isms which the two 
parties themselves have found need to create to discuss policy and inform 
themselves effectively. 

· If one took the subject groups which both parties have in common,1 

ignoring the question of sub-committees, amalgamating two or three Con-
servative groups together which have no direct or separate Labour equiva-

1 See above, pp. 21-23. 
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lent, there would be-already in existence, as it were-a sensible, though 
flexible and quite undogmatic model for a reformed and specialised 
committee system-as follows: 

In addition: 

Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
Arts and Amenitie~ 
Atomic Energy 
Commonwealth and Colonies (perhaps better separated) 
Defence and Services 
Economics and Finance 
Education 
Foreign Affairs 
Fuel and Power 
Health Services and Social Security 
Home Office Affairs 
Housing and Local Government 
Transport and Civil Aviation 

Legal and Judicial Affairs: to survey the whole field of the adminis-
tration of justice and law reform.1 . 

Machinery of Government: it is almost fantastic that Governments 
are so free from serious Parliamentary criticism or study in respect of the 
making and unmaking of Ministries and Departments and the allocation 
of responsibilities between them. 

The work of the Committee of Public Accounts should continue, though 
the work of the Committee on Estimates would be better divided among 
the specialised committees above. 

The Select Committee on Nationalised Industries would become one 
of the new type of committees. 

The Select Committee of Privileges would continue. 
A House of Commons Commission: the recommendation of the 

'Stokes' committee of 1954 on accommodation should be implemented 
so that a single committee would supervise the allocation of accommoda-
tion, e timates for the House itself, the staff and their conditions of work, 
the Library and the Kitchen and Refreshment Rooms, etc.2 . 

Selection . and Allocation Committee: to distribute Members to the 
various committees and 'to allocate which Bills should go to which com-
mittees. This must obviously be a keystone of Government ·power-
perhaps it would be no larger than the Whips of the Parties . with the 

l See Robert S. Pollard, Speed Up Law Reform (Fabian Society, 1958), 
Section 4--this committee would ideally be related to the work of an expanded 
Lord Chancellor's Office as suggested in the same pamphlet. 

2 H.C. 184, 1953-54. Legislation would almost certainly be needed so that 
the Lord Great Chamberlain's use of the Crown's prerogative power in relation 
to the Royal Palace of Westminster, and the rights and needs of the Upper 
Chamber, would all be put under · one system of control dominated by such a 
committee or commission of the House of Commons. 
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Speaker in the Chair: but power could be mitigated by publicity if its 
proceeding , as those of the other committees, were published in an 
expanded Committee Hansard. 

POWERS AND FUNCTIONS 
Let us sum up and round-out the scattered inferences already drawn 

from a general con ideration of the procedures of the Hou e of Common 
.as regard the power and functions of a reformed and spedali ed com-
mittee ystem. Such an outline appears unnecessarily dogmatic-but it is 
intended only to be something more than 'merely suggestive'. 

1. The very minimum power that the above specialised committees 
hould have would be those necessary for effective scrutiny of public 

policy: the power to meet (in the morning ), to have their proceeding ~ 

reported both by pre s and Hansard and to draw staff for purposes of 
research and inve tigation either from an expanded office of the Clerks 
to the House or from an expanded Library. 

2. These committees could well be allowed as a committee to put 
motions before the House itself asking for power to send for persons 
and papers for specific purpo es; it would be dangerous to delegate such · 
power carte bianche to committees, but a motion would allow backbench 
sentiment o.f the House to be felt. Parliamentary time, however brief, 

. should be set aside each Session to debate the reports of these committees. 
3. Membership of these committees could well be left simply to the 

inclination of members-their meeting not more frequently than that active 
members could serve on at lea t two such C(Ommittees; but that the Selec-
tion and AIIocation Committee, suggested above, should have power to 
put additional member on these committees, either for the whole Session 
or for specific business where the power to send for per ons and papers 
has been given them (as distinct from their normal discus ions), so as to 
maintain a normal working majority for the Government. 

4. Beyond all this, there seems every reason to think that the efficiency 
of Parliament would be greatly increased if the committee stag~ of all 
public bills took place before these specialised committees-also, of course, 
with the safeguard that the Committee of Selection could appoint addi-
tional member . And if these committees gain the trust of the House, 
eventually the Report Stage too might be taken from the Floor. 

5. If the fourth point was reached, the work of the present Select 
Committee on E timates should be shared around the relevant specialised 
committees to ensure a far closer scrutiny of estimates than is at present 
possible. 

6. The work of the pre cnt Scrutiny Committee on delegated legisla-
tion · might well be better performed by ub-committees of the propo ed 
specialised committees-with the power, for this purpose, of sending for 
persons and papers. 
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7. The chairmen of all the committees that would normally consider 
the committee stage of legislation should be Government supporters ; but,. 
-following the practice of the present Committee of Public Accounts, the-
chairmen of all the other committees, those more procedural or domestic, 
should be drawn from the Opposition-with the inevitable and obvious 
exceptioh of the proposed Committee of Selection and Allocation. 

7. Conclusions 
I THIS pamphlet has ignored many things which might help repair the House 

of Commons amid its flagrant decay, its inefficiency, inertia and com-
placency which all add up to a growing gulf between public awareness 
and Parliamentary responsibility. The many forms of the radio and 
television controversy in relation to Parliament, the matter of Private 

• Members' Bills, Parliamentary privilege, the conduct of elections and the 
selection of candidates, even the relation of the work of the Upper House 
to that of the elected one, all these have been passed by-passed by in 
order to argue that four things are of overwhelming importance to restore 
the vitality of Parliament: 

1. That M.P.s should be given individual offices, secretaries and full 
secretarial I facilities, free travel anywhere on public business (which would 
include investigating complaints of constituents), and a salary and pension 
scheme tied to some quite high grade in the Civil Service-all this not for 
themselves but so that they may serve the public as the public has a right 
to expect. 

2. That M.P.s and committees should have ample access to researcb 
facilities controlled by the House itself and on a far larger scale than the 
present Library- this deliberately to create sources of information indepen-
dent of Whitehall. 

3. That the public has a right and a need to demand that M .P .s, 
given the above facilities, should put their public duties before all other 
concerns and should, in particular, be far more available than is often the 
case to investigate complaints of their constituents against the Executive 
and other public authorities. 

4. That a system of standing specialised committees should be estab-
lished-perhaps gradually-to replace and subsume the existing Standing 
Committees and the haphazard use of Select Committees-this could make 
the House of ,Commons an informed and effective critic of Government 
policy and administration which, at the moment, in so many respects, it 
is not. 

Only the first part of the third conclusion, the need for full-time M.P.s, 
is inherently unlikely to be accepted by one party more than the other, 
and none of the reforms suggested would threaten the Cabinet system of 
Ministerial control with which historians have rightly blessed this country. 
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Governments should govern and lead, not follow ; in Britain we even 
think that Governments that try permanently to stand with their ears too 
dose to the ground are in an unbecoming and dangerous posture. Few 
Socialists would not agree with a random remark of Sir Winston Churchill 
in the last press conference he held in Washington: 'politicians who cannot 
stand unpopularity are not worth their salt '. But this does not mean that 
we have not something to learn and much to amend. Governments at the 
moment get away with too much too easily. Strong government needs 
strong criticism. Parliament has only itself to blame that its procedures 
have fallen so desperately behind the times and the still growing powers 
of the Ministries. The public, while government still ultimately rests upon 
their confidence, has a right to demand that the House of Commons wakes 
up and reforms itself- no-one else can . 
















